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5 DECEMBER 2016

TO ALL KNOWN CREDITORS, EMPLOYEES, POLICYHOLDERS AND STAKEHOLDERS OF SAXUM
INSURANCE LIMITED (in liquidation) (MASTER’S REFERENCE NUMBER G1076/2016)

CIRCULAR NUMBER 4

1

This circular deals with requests received by the joint liquidators from policyholders to release
collateral held by SaXum in respect of guarantees issued by it in favour of the policyholder’s
nominated beneficiary. Such a guarantee is called upon in the event of the policyholder failing to
perform its obligations in terms of a contract it has with the beneficiary. Should the call on the
guarantee be valid, SaXum is required to make payment of the amount payable in terms of the
guarantee provided by it.

2

Prior to the issue of a guarantee by SaXum, a policyholder is required to establish collateral or other
security in order to minimise SaXum’s risk and exposure under the guarantee. This security has
taken one or more of the following forms:

2.1

a counter-indemnity by the policyholder and its related or inter-related entities;

2.2

personal sureties from shareholders, members or directors of the policyholder;

2.3

mortgage bond registered over immovable property;

2.4

a cession in security of proceeds in a ring-fenced bank account opened and held in the name of the
policyholder (in most cases, this ring-fenced bank account is held with Investec).
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The joint liquidators have received an opinion from Norton Rose Fulbright South Africa Inc that the
funds held in the ring-fenced Investec bank accounts do not form part of the assets or property of the
insolvent estate of SaXum. SaXum, and the joint liquidators, are only able to access the funds in the
following circumstances:
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3.1

a valid call is made by the beneficiary under the guarantee issued by SaXum;

3.2

SaXum has made a call under the Counter-Indemnity requesting the policyholder to pay to it upon
first demand, in writing, unconditionally and without objection or qualification, the amount demanded
from SaXum under its guarantee and the policyholder has failed to make payment; and

3.3

Cornerstone Cash Investments Proprietary Limited (Cornerstone), the entity administering the
collateral funds, has been notified in writing that the policyholder has failed to make payment in
terms of the Counter-Indemnity.
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The joint liquidators have also been advised that all collateral funds, held as security, must remain in
place for as long as there is any obligation (be it actual or contingent) owing to SaXum by a
policyholder. The same applies to other securities held by SaXum (like, for instance, a mortgage
bond registered over property). In other words, for so long as SaXum is exposed under a guarantee
issued by it, the collateral and any other form of security cannot be cancelled and released. It must
remain in place until SaXum is satisfied there is no actual or contingent liability or risk on its side.
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The collateral and other security will only be released to the policyholder, upon written notification to
Cornerstone, after SaXum is fully satisfied that there is no outstanding obligation (actual or
contingent) on the part of SaXum as a result of the guarantee being cancelled.
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Therefore, once SaXum is satisfied that there are no outstanding obligations (actual or contingent)
on its part in terms of the guarantee issued by it having been cancelled, SaXum will notify
Cornerstone and consent to the release of the collateral funds (and any other security held by
SaXum). The policyholder is then free to apply the collateral and security at its discretion.
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The best way to ensure the quickest release of any collateral to a policyholder is for the policyholder
to return all original issued guarantees and for the “guarantee holders” (beneficiaries under the
guarantee) to confirm, in writing, that they do not, now or in the future, have any claim against
SaXum. A policyholder may be required to sign an indemnity in favour of the joint liquidators in
respect of any claim that may be lodged against SaXum arising from the cancellation of the
guarantee that was issued by SaXum.

8

Each request for the release of collateral and any other security will be considered and evaluated on
a case-by-case basis by the joint liquidators in conjunction with the management of SaXum.

Yours faithfully,

PER: H. KAPLAN N.O.
N.A.G. OMAR N.O.

W.N. JACOBS N.O.
B.B. MAHLATSI N.O.
(sent electronically without signature)
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